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udging from headlines, one
might think dealer lots are brimming with cars that allow drivers to clock out while radar, cameras
and other sensors do the navigating.
Though the U.S. market is inching
toward that reality, consumers can’t
buy a fully self-driving car and likely
won’t be able to for many years.

The idea is tantalizing, not only for the convenience factor but also because it dangles the potential of a crash-free future. While that vision may one
day come to fruition, it is far too early to retire the
Institute’s crash-test dummies. There will be many
crashes on the road to Vision Zero.
In the near term, the best way to reduce the risk is
to renew focus on tried-and-true countermeasures,
such as increasing safety belt use and reducing alcohol-impaired driving, and to continue pushing automakers to improve the crashworthiness of vehicles
while refining driver assistance systems to address
more kinds of crashes.
“The rhetoric has jumped ahead of the technology in many cases,” says Adrian Lund, IIHS president.
“What many people think of as a self-driving car
doesn’t exist yet. I can’t hop in my car, enter a destination and have it take me from point A to point B.
“What I can do is activate adaptive cruise control
to maintain a safe following distance and speed, use
lane-keeping assist to center my car and blind-spot
assist to monitor adjacent travel lanes. These technologies improve my daily commute and add a layer
of safety, but I am still the driver. I can’t fall asleep at
the wheel.”
A rising crash death toll is adding to the urgency
to automate driving. U.S. traffic deaths jumped an estimated 10 percent to 17,775 during the first half of
2016 compared with the year-ago period, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) said
in October. NHTSA aims to eliminate motor vehicle
crash fatalities by 2046 and is looking to automated
driving technology as one way to help meet that goal.
The potential benefits are immense: Thousands of
lives could be saved by preventing crashes caused by
driver-related factors. Preventing alcohol-impaired
driving, for example, would have saved nearly 7,000
lives in 2014 if all drivers had a blood alcohol concentration below 0.08 percent. Preventing run-offroad crashes would have saved more than 7,500 lives
in 2014, while eliminating red-light running crashes
would have spared more than 700 lives.
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The actual effect on the overall problem of crash deaths and injuries will depend on a number of factors, such as the degree to which
automation reduces crashes, when and where automation can be
used, and the number of miles driven autonomously.
One scenario suggests that so-called highly automated vehicles
will operate mainly on interstates when the technology first becomes
available to regular car owners because these roads pose fewer challenges to automated systems. In 2014, about 33 percent of vehicle
miles traveled were on interstates, the safest roads per mile driven.
If all interstate miles were logged by autonomous vehicles and none
of them crashed, the maximum overall benefit would be 17 percent
fewer crash deaths and 9 percent fewer crash injuries — equal to
the percentage of people who died and were injured in crashes on
Share of crash deaths, injuries and vehicle miles traveled
on interstates and freeways/expressways in 2014
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these roads in 2014, IIHS estimates. Any reduction in the proportion of vehicles or miles driven with automation or anything less
than crash-free performance would greatly reduce this estimate.
Whether or not automated vehicles will live up to their safety expectations is a question that can’t be answered yet. In the meantime,
similar game-changing safety gains could be achieved if human
drivers obeyed speed limits and other traffic laws, refrained from
impaired driving and used safety belts on every trip.
Promoting proven life-saving strategies is the mission of the
Road to Zero Coalition, a newly launched public-private partnership. IIHS is joining with the National Safety Council, NHTSA,
the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Motor Carrier »
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Autonomous cars are ranked by who – or what – is in charge of
driving. Here’s how SAE International defines levels of autonomy.

Level 1

An automated system on the vehicle can assist the human driver in conducting some parts of the driving task. An example is adaptive cruise control, which maintains a speed selected by the driver similar to conventional
cruise control but also adjusts the vehicle’s speed to keep a set following
distance to the vehicle ahead.

Level 2

An automated system can assist the driver with multiple parts of the driving
task like steering, speed, following distance and lane changes. Although the
vehicle takes these actions automatically, the driver must continue to monitor
the driving environment and be actively engaged in the driving task.

AUTOMATED VEHICLE

Level 3

An automated system conducts some parts of the driving task without driver
engagement and monitors the driving environment, but the human driver must
stand by to intervene. Consumers can’t yet buy a vehicle with this functionality.

Level 4

Automated systems can conduct the driving task and monitor the driving
environment and the human doesn’t need to take back control, but the automated system would be limited to operating in certain environments and
under certain conditions. If something goes wrong with the system or the
vehicle reaches the limits of its operating environment or conditions, the
vehicle would stop itself safely if the human driver is unable to take over.
These vehicles are still being developed.

Level 5

The automated system can perform the entire driving task without driver
input, under all conditions that a person could perform. No vehicles have
achieved this level of autonomy.

Google’s prototype is what many people think of when it comes to self-driving cars.
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What is an autonomous vehicle?

Courtesy Google Inc.

The human driver does everything.

DRIVER

Level 0

Safety Administration and other highway
safety organizations in the effort. The coalition also will work to speed adoption of
advanced technology and infrastructure
designed to prevent crashes.
Meanwhile, IIHS, NHTSA and other organizations have been working to answer
key questions about autonomous vehicles
in order to bring the future into sharper
focus and promote technology that will
bring the biggest safety benefits. Below are
some answers that have emerged. More can
be found in a new Q&A on autonomous
vehicles available at iihs.org/topics.
From Google’s driverless prototype cars
to Tesla’s “Autopilot” software, making
sense of the technologies, both real and
anticipated, can be confusing. In September, NHTSA tried to inject some clarity
when it issued its first policy guidelines for
autonomous vehicles and adopted SAE International’s definitions for levels of automation ranging from none, or Level 0, to
fully self-driving, or Level 5. The levels are
differentiated by “who” monitors the driving environment and whether or not the
human or the automated system is expected to be the safety fallback if things go
wrong or the system reaches its limits.
The technology to achieve Level 2 automated driving is available to consumers now. Driver assistance features that can
control both the longitudinal and lateral
position of the vehicle are available on at
least 17 vehicle makes for 2016. Automakers say drivers must continue to be fully
engaged in the driving task because the systems have limits. Much of this technology
is intended for well-maintained, limitedaccess high-speed roads in good weather.
“It’s crucial that the driver pay attention
to the road because the technology isn’t
foolproof,” says David Zuby, IIHS executive
vice president and chief research officer.
Road conditions and design are important considerations. A vehicle might operate
at Level 4 on an interstate but only at Level 2
on other roads or in bad weather. Until fully
automated systems are available, human
drivers still will need to bridge the gap.
When it comes to the different levels
of automated driving, the boundaries can
be blurry. For example, the distinction between levels 2 and 3 has less to do » page 6

IIHS-HLDI test drives uncover system quirks

H

undreds of vehicles make their way
through the IIHS Vehicle Research
Center each year, and most are crashtested and evaluated for headlight, front
crash prevention and LATCH ratings and
then released. Since March, a pool of vehicles outfitted with automated technologies
has been traveling back roads and city streets
as part of an internal test-drive program.
IIHS and HLDI staff drive select vehicles on their regular commutes and longer
trips for several days to weeks and complete
questionnaires about their experiences.
Models include a 2017 Audi A4, 2017 Audi
Q7, 2016 Honda Civic, 2016 Infiniti QX60,
2016 Tesla Model S and 2016 Toyota Prius.
“The main goal is to collect data on what
people think of these technologies and
what kinds of driving scenarios the systems
have trouble handling,” says David Kidd,
who runs the program with Ian Reagan.
Both specialize in human factors research.
“The findings will help us shape future research and test programs,” Reagan says. “So
far, staff experiences have varied.”
Employees reported instances where vehicle automation didn’t perform as expected
and also cases where they overrode the
system in what they considered to be potentially unsafe situations. For example,
some drivers reported that adaptive cruise
control braked too late for their liking or at
times they deemed unnecessary.
On driver trust, side-view assist scored
the highest, while lane-keeping assistance
scored the lowest. Systems that center vehicles in their lanes were a common source
of frustration. Some drivers felt they had
to fight the steering wheel when trying to
steer outside of the marked travel lane in
construction zones or when another vehicle encroached into their lane.
“These systems are immature,” Kidd says.
“They can’t improvise or adapt to normal
changes in the driving environment like
humans can. Experienced drivers know
they might need to drive onto the shoulder
to avoid an obstacle, for instance, but lanekeeping assistance can’t make the same
judgement call. It is programmed to keep
the vehicle on the road within the lines.”
Cresting hills is a challenge. Because
cameras that monitor lane markings point

Did IIHS-HLDI staff trust the driver assistance systems they tried out?
Side-view assist ranked first in trust

strongly
disagree

disagree

neutral

agree

Side-view assist (Audi Q7, Honda Civic, Infiniti QX60)
Lane departure warning (all models)
Forward collision warning (all models)
Lane-keeping assistance (Audi Q7, Honda Civic)
Adaptive cruise control (all models)
strongly
agree

What about adaptive cruise control?
Honda Civic system scored lowest in trust
Honda Civic
Audi Q7
Toyota Prius
Infiniti QX60
strongly
disagree

disagree

neutral

agree

upward away from the pavement as the cars
make their ascent, they can’t “read” lane
markings beyond the crest and can drift as
systems hunt for the lane, catching an unaware driver off-guard. In some cases, the
lane-keeping systems shut off altogether
and the driver had to intervene to keep the
vehicle in the intended travel lane.
With adaptive cruise control, drivers reported braking instances after the vehicle ahead left the lane or exited the road.
Or sensors didn’t detect slow-moving or
stopped vehicles or ones that abruptly cut

strongly
agree

in front, and drivers had to quickly apply
the brakes themselves. One system reads
speed limit signs and adjusts accordingly, a
feature that takes getting used to, especially
on highway exit ramps.
“There have been a few uh-oh moments,”
Reagan says. “We are careful to go over each
feature with our drivers, but there’s no substitute for on-road experience. One of the
things we plan on doing is try to replicate
the scenarios staff have flagged. Information like that will be useful in developing
future ratings programs.” n
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For consumers, initial access to self-driving cars
might be through ride-sharing services like Uber and
Lyft or campus shuttles. Ford, for example, is testing
an autonomous vehicle it aims to bring to ride-hailing
and ride-sharing services early next decade.

Ford is testing its Level 4 Fusion hybrid car on the streets of Dearborn, Mich.
(« from page 4) with the system’s functionality and more to do with how the human
driver interacts with the system. At either
level, the vehicle can control longitudinal
and lateral position on the road in certain
driving environments. The issue is whether
the driver must stay engaged with the driving task (Level 2) or is allowed to trust the
vehicle to operate on its own (Level 3).

When can I buy a self-driving car?

It might take a decade until fully automated
personal vehicles are available to U.S. consumers, but people who live in certain
urban areas can already hail experimental robo-taxis on a limited basis. The ridesharing service Uber during September
launched a pilot project in Pittsburgh that
dispatches self-driving cars to transport
real clients — with an Uber engineer and a
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backup driver in the front seat ready to take
over the controls.
Ford says it will ditch the steering wheel
and driver control pedals altogether in a
fully autonomous vehicle it plans to roll
out to transportation service companies in
2021. General Motors is preparing self-driving Chevrolet Bolt electric vehicles for a test
with ride-sharing service Lyft. In a September blog post, Lyft co-founder John Zimmer
predicts that fleets of autonomous vehicles
“will account for the majority of Lyft rides
within 5 years.”
In the U.S., a number of companies are
developing driverless electric shuttles for
use in controlled-access environments,
such as campuses, airports and job sites.
Local Motors, for example, is test piloting
a driverless electric bus in the Washington,
D.C., area and plans to test in other cities.

Big rigs are on the radar, too. Otto, a unit
of Uber, is developing and testing aftermarket autonomy kits for large trucks. An Otto
truck in self-driving mode recently made a
120-mile trip on Interstate 25 in Colorado.
For the consumer market, projections
vary. Some automakers aim to sell vehicles
that offer semiautomated driving under limited conditions in the early 2020s, and others
promise fully self-driving cars by 2030.
BMW, chip giant Intel and tech company
Mobileye say they intend to deliver an autonomous vehicle by 2021. Ford plans to sell
a personal-use self-driving car by the mid
2020s and expects autonomous vehicles to
make up 20 percent of its sales by 2030. Volvo
plans to test limited self-driving XC90 SUVs
with real customers in Gothenburg, Sweden,
as part of its Drive Me project beginning
next year. Audi, Infiniti, Mercedes-Benz,

Drivers can expect a mixed fleet of autonomous and conventional cars for
decades. Autobrake, for example, won’t be in 80 percent of registered vehicles until 2033, even with automakers’ pledge to make it standard by 2022.
Predicted penetration of autobrake into vehicle fleet
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Nissan and Toyota also have projects in the
works. How much autonomy these vehicles
will achieve is unclear.
Elon Musk, Tesla’s chief executive, said
in October that the company is equipping
its three models with the hardware “needed
for a full self-driving capability at a safety
level substantially greater than that of a
human driver.” Tesla says it will roll out the
new features via over-the-air updates as the
underlying software is validated. Musk says
his goal is to take a Tesla cross-country in
“fully autonomous mode” by 2018.
Regardless of when the first Level 3 or
higher automated vehicle hits the market,
vehicles with humans at the wheel still will
dominate the fleet for many years.
“Even if the U.S. government were to require all new vehicles sold to be autonomous tomorrow, it would take at least 25
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Otto’s self-driving truck made a 120-mile trip on a Colorado interstate in October. A professional driver guided the truck onto the interstate then moved out of the driver seat.
years until nearly 95 percent of the vehicles
on the road would have the capability,” says
Matt Moore, HLDI vice president.

Will drivers need to retake the wheel?

Anything less than fully automated driving will introduce new challenges for the
people who ride along. Experimental studies demonstrate that drivers can fail to
notice when systems reach their limits and
can have trouble retaking control of the vehicle, especially in emergency situations.
For systems that rely on the responsiveness of human drivers, a big question is how
can manufacturers limit the risk of handing
control back to unprepared drivers?
“A real issue at Level 2 is can the system
assure that the human driver continues to
drive the car, even on roads where an automated system performs just as well as a

human can?” Lund says. Looking ahead, he
sees additional challenges.
“In order to get beyond Level 2, crash
avoidance systems have to be near-perfect –
and they aren’t yet,” he says. “Current driver
assistance and crash prevention systems
need to be improved to address a bigger variety of crashes and crash conditions.”
Level 3 autonomy presents an inherent
difficulty: Drivers are given permission to
turn their attention elsewhere but must be
ready to take control at a moment’s notice.
“Automated systems should be programmed to seek a safe state on their own
without depending on human drivers to
take over,” Zuby says. “There’s already
plenty of evidence that people abuse Level
2 systems, and at Level 3, drivers are essentially encouraged to stop monitoring the
driving environment.” »
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Until the technology matures to the
point that reliable Level 4 performance is
de rigueur, the best use will be to enhance
crash avoidance and mitigation systems.
A fatal crash of a Tesla in the U.S. highlights the technology’s current limitations.
In the Tesla crash, the Model S ran into the
side of a tractor-trailer that had turned left
in its path across a Florida roadway in May.
The Tesla underrode the trailer, ran off the
road and struck fencing and a power pole.
The 40-year-old driver died. The Model S
was operating in the company’s “Autopilot”
mode on a clear day.
“Neither Autopilot nor the driver noticed the white side of the tractor-trailer
against a brightly lit sky, so the brake was
not applied,” Tesla said in a June 30 statement. The fatal crash was the first in more
than 130 million miles driven with Autopilot switched on, the company said. “Autopilot is getting better all the time, but it is
not perfect and still requires the driver to
remain alert,” Tesla said.
Tesla has since upgraded the software to
depend more on radar instead of cameras
to improve its accuracy in detecting hazards. The update also adds a feature which
disables Autopilot for the rest of the trip if
the driver repeatedly ignores requests to
hold the steering wheel.
The Model S isn’t the first car to run into
the side of a tractor-trailer. More than 500
drivers died in similar crashes between
2010 and 2014 in the U.S. An IIHS analysis of fatal crashes involving the front of a
car impacting the side of a tractor-trailer
indicates that 56 percent of the 531 deaths
occurred during daylight hours, while 40
percent occurred when it was dark.
Passenger vehicle driver deaths in frontto-side impacts with a tractor-trailer
2010-14
Lighting condition

Deaths

Percent

Daylight

298

56

Dark

215

40

18

3

531

100

Dusk or dawn
Total

Lund observes that the Tesla crash demonstrates the need to improve autobrake
systems to not only account for a scenario
like a large truck crossing the vehicle’s
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How smart vehicles can “see”
Sensors allow vehicles to gather a huge amount of information about what is around them,
whether it’s other vehicles, fixed objects, lane markings or signs. This information can be put to
use in features on the market today, such as front crash prevention and lane departure warning,
or can enable autonomous driving.

KEY (The colored circles show each sensor’s approximate location)

l Short-range radar
l Mid-range radar
l Long-range radar

l Near-range camera
l Mono camera
l Stereo camera
l Infrared

path, but also pedestrians and bicyclists.
The Model S is one of the vehicles that
IIHS staff have been evaluating on the road
during everyday driving. One quirk drivers
have noted is that the Tesla appears to lose
track of lane markings on hills and drift.
Similar issues have been reported with systems from other manufacturers.

Can humans and robots share the road?

A fatal crash in May between a Tesla Model S in
“Autopilot” mode and a
tractor-trailer raised questions about the limits of the
technology. Tesla has since
upgraded the software to
boost the system’s ability
to spot obstacles.

Minor crashes involving Google cars
show the hazards of sharing the road with
human drivers. Google has logged more
than 2 million miles on public roads with
nearly 60 cars in autonomous mode. Since
the Self-Driving Car Project’s 2009 launch,
Google has reported 19 crashes. In most of
the cases, the Google car — either a specially equipped Lexus SUV or a prototype
autonomous vehicle — was rear-ended by
another vehicle, and mostly while stopped
at an intersection with the other vehicle
traveling below 10 miles per hour.
Five collisions involved another vehicle sideswiping the Google car, although
two of those involved only side mirror

l LIDAR
l Velodyne LIDAR
l Ultrasonic sensors

contact with no damage to either vehicle.
Google was deemed partially at fault in
just one fender-bender involving the car
hitting a bus at low speed. Google is testing its prototype cars in Mountain View,
Calif., and its fleet of self-driving Lexus
RX450hs in Austin, Texas; Chandler, Arizona; and Kirkland, Washington, in addition to California.
IIHS researchers have compared crash
rates for Google’s cars in autonomous
mode with police-reported crash rates in
the same geographic location, specifically
Mountain View before 2016. Of 10 crashes
Google reported to California officials,
three were judged comparable to actual police-reported crashes among human drivers, yielding a crash rate of 2.19 crashes per
million miles traveled while under autonomous control. This is considerably lower
than the police-reported crash rate in
Mountain View, (5.99 per million vehicle
miles traveled), where Google cars drive,
and comparable to the rate in California
statewide (1.92 per million vehicle miles
traveled). n
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NHTSA says safety won’t
take back seat to autonomy

T

he National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) plans to
wield its recall authority over autonomous vehicles and may seek the power to
greenlight on-road tests and deployment.
The agency in September issued its first
policy guidelines for “highly automated vehicles” that are responsible for monitoring the driving environment and can take
full control of the driving task in some or
all circumstances. The guidance applies
to companies that manufacture or help to
manufacture highly automated vehicles and
aftermarket suppliers of related systems.
“Our goal is to build a safety culture
into the early stages of this, not as an afterthought,” Anthony Foxx, U.S. transportation secretary, said in September.
The voluntary guidelines apply to vehicles being developed with SAE International levels 3-5 autonomy, not the current
Level 2 systems on vehicles that consumers can buy today. Recognizing that automated functions can straddle one or more
levels, however, NHTSA suggests that most
of the guidance should “generally apply to
the full spectrum of automated vehicle systems,” including Level 2 and lower systems
that can perform some driver functions but
rely on human drivers to be engaged in the
driving task.

seek, including a premarket approval process for new systems and vehicles. Currently, NHTSA relies on manufacturers to
self-certify that their vehicles meet federal
motor vehicle safety standards and then
conducts spot checks to ensure compliance. The agency could seek the authority
to test vehicle prototypes to see if they meet
safety standards before coming to market.
A 15-point safety assessment outlines
expectations for manufacturers as they
develop, test and deploy automated vehicle technologies in personal vehicles and
ride-sharing services. Manufacturers are
expected to self-classify their systems according to SAE’s vehicle automation scale.
Autonomous vehicles will have to meet
all applicable safety standards, including crashworthiness. As the agency notes,
“manufacturers and other entities still need
to consider the possibility of another vehicle crashing into them.”
Manufacturers can apply for waivers.
For example, all motor vehicles must have
steering wheels, but some driverless cars
under development don’t have driver controls. The agency may develop new tests to
address things like unconventional seating
configurations to ensure that all occupants
are protected. It acknowledges that federal
regulations won’t address all safety-related

The policy guidelines are not mandatory. NHTSA is asking manufacturers to address such issues as data recording and sharing,
consumer privacy, crashworthiness and system safety.
“We need to ensure that there is no gap
in guidance for the systems that will dominate the market over the next five to 10
years before we get to higher levels of autonomy,” says Adrian Lund, IIHS president.
“Drivers don’t fully understand the limits
of Level 2 systems and why they need to
pay attention to the road.”
The four-part framework covers Level
3 and higher systems and outlines what
recommended state policies should address, as well as the regulatory tools that
NHTSA currently has and ones it might
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functions of highly automated vehicles
during their initial rollout.
Although the guidelines aren’t mandatory, NHTSA may codify some elements
through a future rulemaking. In particular,
the agency is asking manufacturers to voluntarily report how each system meets the
15-point safety assessment prior to testing
or deployment on public roads.
They need to cover things like data recording and sharing, consumer privacy,
crashworthiness, event detection and response and a fail-safe mode when a system

malfunctions or otherwise can’t operate.
Other areas include system safety, human
machine interface, consumer education
and training, registration and certification,
post-crash behavior, laws and ethical considerations, operational design domain and
validation methods.
NHTSA also wants to know about software and hardware updates that would
“materially change” how vehicles meet
any of the safety assessment elements. The
agency called on manufacturers to share
data with regulators and the industry on

crashes, system malfunctions, failures and
cybersecurity threats and vulnerabilities as
the technology evolves.
In conjunction with the new guidelines,
NHTSA released a final enforcement bulletin clarifying how it will apply its recall authority to automated vehicle technologies.
Driving systems that don’t adequately account for the possibility that a distracted or
incapacitated driver can’t retake control of
their vehicle if needed may be deemed “an
unreasonable risk to safety and subject to
recall,” the agency said.

While NHTSA will oversee automated
vehicles and technology, states will continue
to handle vehicle licensing and registration,
traffic laws and enforcement, and insurance
and liability regimes. Several states have
issued guidelines on the types of roads
and locations where companies can conduct tests and also if human drivers must be
ready to take over manual control if needed.
“When operating via software, we intend
to regulate the safety of that operation,”
Foxx said. “When a human is operating,
state laws apply.”

NHTSA urged states to evaluate their
laws and regulations to address issues that
could thwart safe testing, deployment and
operation of highly automated vehicles.
The agency envisions a move toward harmonizing state and federal laws for testing
and operating these vehicles.
NHTSA pointed out the need “to standardize and maintain” signs, pavement
markings and other road infrastructure
to support automated vehicles and human
drivers, “who will continue to operate vehicles on the roads for years to come.” n
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